
    or many students, their after-school activities include sports like football
    and soccer, fine arts including theater and choir, or maybe working a job.
    After school looks a little different for freshman Sophie Leung-Lieu.
    Leung-Lieu started doing archery when she was in 3rd grade, and is now a
member of the archery team. At Highland Park Elementary, she joined the
archery program when she was 9 years old, but did not start to compete in
tournaments until 2 years later. She has continued to play for 6 years and still
loves it.
    As with everything else, archery looked a little different this year.
    "We missed out on a lot of tournaments that we usually would have
competed in,� Leung-Lieu said. �What was the same and will always be the
same, is the people.�
    This year, the McCallum Archery Team partnered with Central Texas Archery
to practice outdoors every Sunday. The team was able to have tournaments
organized by Coach DeLine and competed mostly within their own team and
Lamar Middle School. On March 23rd, the team competed in their state
tournament where they placed 12th out of the 40 schools competing.
    Sophie has had a tough first year at McCallum, as many freshman have
missed out on most opportunities that go along with freshman year.
    �It�s definitely not how I expected my first year of high school to go,�
Leung-Lieu said. �But I�m glad I still get opportunities to do things like archery in
person while still being safe.�
Story by Anna Schlett
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Despite frustrations of online school,
social isolation, Stephens has
flourished during the pandemic
by getting creative

    urple LED lights reflect off the phone screen as     
       the time changes to 11:12 a.m., the exact
    minute that sixth-period classes begin.
freshman Emmylou Stephens sighs in relief. She can
join the Zoom meeting of Mr. Ken�s A/V Production
class. Since middle school, video editing, production,
and graphic design have been a passion of hers
and during a time of online learning, it has become
something to look forward to even more. 
    After spending nearly an entire calendar year with
only her brother, parents and pet Eclectus parrot,
Sprout, to keep her company, Emmylou has
funneled her restless energy into projects and videos
both in and out of the virtual classroom. So much
had changed so fast and the familiarity of film was
been comforting.
    Her love for film production came on rather fast,
as before the eighth grade school year, Emmylou
had been a successful student as a theatre major at
Lamar. 
    �Whenever she really gets into something, she�s
very passionate about it,� said freshman Lily Hobbs,
one of Emmylou�s longtime friends. �Not necessarily
with school, but really anything, like her bird, or
makeup, or shows and music.�
    Hobbs has seen how Emmylou�s interests have
evolved over the years. Hobbs often helped out with
Emmylou�s A/V productions project, whether that was
as an actor in a video or as a critical eye looking
over the details of a project. Back when Emmylou
was a part of the theatre program, Hobbs observed
from afar, acting as more of an appreciative
audience member and less a helpful assistant. 
    �Obviously theater and cinematic arts are very
different but I like how they�re both creative and how

I can work with other people.�
    That�s something that Emmylou comes back to a
lot. The people. Like so many high school students,
the pandemic has left her feeling isolated. 
    �She stays in her room most of the time,� Miller
Stephens, her younger by three years brother said
with a laugh. �She likes working alone on filming and
stuff.�
    Currently, she is working on a short film project
where she uses inanimate objects as the characters.
She has written her scripts to purposefully exclude the
need for other people since her options for actors are
limited.
    According to Emmylou, this lack of group projects
and abundance of freedom has made things �less
stressful.� In some ways, however, this lack of
in-person interaction and community is hard,
especially since Emmylou is new to McCallum and
has yet to experience her program in person at all.
Until she finally goes to classes in person, she has no
idea how her current class will compare to what she
experienced in middle school or how she will
approach collaborating with her peers. 
    Even within some of her strongest relationships,
social interactions feel distinctly different. Hobbs feels
similarly.
    �Talking to any of my friends in person is a little
awkward now, but we text all the time so I don�t think
we�re any less close or comfortable with each other,�
she said. �I think a lot of my friends have changed a
lot over quarantine, not in a bad way, but we have a
lot of different interests now that we aren�t spending all
our time at school.�
Despite all the struggles that have come with being a

virtual student and the loneliness that has come with

the pandemic, Emmylou has been putting in the
work to make up for some of what she has lost in
the social aspect of her life. Though it�s been difficult
being trapped in the same house as her younger
brother, Emmylou has been attempting to form a
stronger bond with him.
    �We get along OK; over coronavirus, she started
watching some of the same animes as me,� Miller
said. �So now we�re watching Hunter x Hunter 
together.�
    It�s the simplest thing that can remind Emmylou
how valuable her interpersonal relationships are
and how remembering to take care of her mental
and emotional needs are important. Even though
she enjoys her major and being a part of the Fine
Arts Academy, sometimes the pressure can be
overwhelming. 
    �I�ve been doing online school this whole year,�
Emmylou said. �Managing it all on my own can be
stressful but at this point, I�m used to it.�
    Sadly, being �used to it� doesn�t always mean that
it�s easy. When Emmylou was applying to the Fine
Arts Academy, she had no idea that her freshman
year was going to be 100% online. She�s trying,
however, to focus on the positive. Her grades
haven�t slipped as much as she thought they would,
and even if motivation is hard for students to come
by these days, hope for the future school year is
keeping her afloat in the sea of uncertainty
surrounding mask mandates, vaccine distributions,
and schools reopening.
    �I think if I were in-person I would appreciate it a
lot more so hopefully next year I get to actually go
into the building.�
Story by Francie Wilhelm

much more exciting next year.�
    Although she didn�t get to experience the infamous
Spirit Week in person, Serena participated in the Mac
Journalism Contests held on Instagram. She
participated in the �Pajama Day� category and the �70s�
category.
    �I knew I wasn�t going to have the chance to
participate in many other school contests this year, so I
decided to put myself out there,� she said. �It honestly
gave me a good sense of normality.�
    Serena prefers in-person over virtual learning
because of the one-on-one connection that is
unavailable when online learning, but there are still
some unfavorable parts about it..
    �It�s uncomfortable and challenging to wear a mask
all day, and you can�t eat all the time,� Galloway said.
�Even though it�s nice to see some faces in real life, it�s
hard to see any facial expressions with the masks
covering everyone�s emotions�.
    As vaccines start becoming available to teens over
16 years old, the future of the next school year looks
promising. In the meantime, Serena will continue to
take necessary precautions for herself and others.
    �I can�t wait for things to get back to normal. I�m
anxious to see what the empty McCallum hallways
look like in an average non-pandemic world.�
Story by Mia Gomez

    ue to a pandemic, like many of her freshman peers,
    Serena Galloway had a unique introduction to the
    McCallum High School experience. Serena knew
coming in that McCallum had a diverse and wide
spectrum of curriculum and students. COVID and Zoom
made it clear that she would wait a long time until she
could experience the full, and coveted experience.
    Students were given the option to go in-person or stay
online this year. Serena started the school year virtually,
but decided later that she wanted to go in person. When
she came on campus for her classes, she found only a
fraction of the student body, with an average of 2-3
students joining her in each class.
    �Especially in the first few months, I was the only
student in most of my classes,� Galloway said.
    Although Serena started the year as one of the only

kids going to school in person, she still saw the positive
benefits.
    �I got one-on-one help and I�ve been able to build
relationships with all of my teachers,� she said. �Once
more students began coming on campus, I got to see old
friends and make new ones.�
    With Serena�s outlook on this alone, it�s safe to say she
can make the best out of any situation thrown her way.
    �I was hoping for a more normal first year of high
school. Getting to experience a pep rally for the first time,
having fans at games, and going to awkward school
dances. It�ll just make experiencing all of these things that
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